TRAFFIC COMMITTEE MEETING
Wednesday, April 17, 2019
Meeting commenced at 1:00 p.m., Wednesday April 17, 2019.
Present at Meeting: Lt. Buckley, Sgt. Vincent, Traffic Officer Noddin, C.J. Thomas, Kat Krajewski, Jim
Platosh, Scott Zenke, Matt Walsh and Amber Rush
A. Old Business:

1218-02 Revisit Bike Route/Signs. Discuss ideas Chief can relay from the Bike Committee
meeting he attended.
C.J. Thomas was able to speak regarding the outcome of the bike meeting in March and he
relayed that the Chief had agreed to place Bikes May Use Full Lane signs only in certain areas,
such as where the sight lines are poor or where both a bike and car can’t fit side by side. There
are 6 roads that are highlighted on the Bike Routing Master Plan 2019 map. Once confirmed
with the Chief and Scott Zenke confirms correct color of signage (per MUTCD), Highway
Department will focus on putting signs in the beginning and ending target areas on River Road,
West District/Burlington and Judson Lane, first. Goal is to have signs up in those areas by midMay. Kat to put bike safety blurb from town newsletter up on website to continue bike safety
education. PD will also put up large message board reminding cars they need 3 ft in order to
pass. Item is Closed.
1218-03 Cope Farms/Morea safety issue for school-age children. Did we hear back from State?
If so, what were the recommendations?
Still waiting to hear back from State. Officer Noddin did another study and it appears as though
high volume in the morning is the issue (not speeding). Matt Walsh to follow-up with State on a
meeting. Item is Tabled.
B. New Business

0419-01- Signage on Mountain Road by Five Corners to determine which lane can proceed
straight into Nardelli’s/Rebel Dog.
Highway is painting intersection of Mountain and Birdseye to indicate that the left lane will be
the dedicated STRAIGHT and Left Turn lane. Item is Closed.
0419-02- Unsafe intersection by Access Road (near 312 Farmington Ave). Complainant wanting
a left turning lane and/or a traffic light at this intersection.
As this is a State road, it was determined that the contact at DOT would be the best resource for
the complainant. Kat to send letter to complainant. Item is Closed.

0419-03- Line of sight issues from Pinnacle Road turning onto Rte 6, due to parked vehicles
along Rte 6 for hiking trails.

It was determined that there is a bush, telephone poles, frontier box and parked cars that affect
the line of sight. Kat to speak with State contact to have them trim the bush back and place “no
parking signs” along shoulder, before and just past the “lot” for the trails. Item is Closed.
C. Other Issues
Gary G., resident on Aqueduct is still concerned about traffic issues. Kat to notify Gary that CROG
is about 60% done with their traffic study, so we need to wait and see what the findings are. Also,
it is expected that after construction is complete on Old Farms Rd and there is a dedicated Left
Turn Lane, the flow of traffic can continue and there shouldn’t be further issues. Item is Closed.

Meeting Adjourned at 1:37pm
Respectfully Submitted,
Amber Rush
Police Management Assistant

